Early Years Toolbox Privacy Statement
The Early Years Toolbox (EYT) applications, and associated guidance on the www.eytoolbox.com.au
website, is intended for use by professionals, educators and parents. All of our Apps were designed to
assess young children’s developing abilities, and to be administered under guided supervision of an
adult.
Access to and use of the Early Years Toolbox apps and website are strictly at your own risk. The
information generated by and contained within the apps and website were developed and validated
for the purposes described on this website (i.e., assessing specific abilities, in appropriate assessment
conditions, with typically developing pre-school aged children). We make no warranty, guarantee or
promise concerning the content or accuracy of data generated by other users of the apps or website,
and will not be liable for any injury or loss arising from their use or misuse.
Personal Information
The Early Years Toolbox apps do not require personal information in order to use them. The minimum
information required is a Child ID, which can be any alpha-numeric string and need not be identifying.
If desired, names and demographic information for children can be entered into our apps voluntarily,
however at no time do we receive the information inputted into or derived from the apps. By default,
these details will only display on the final screen at the end of each gameplay, and will remain on the
local device being used at the time.
Settings within each of the apps can be configured to send children’s results to a user-nominated email
address or database URL. Where end-users have been asked to enter a specific URL or email address
by an administering organisation or individual, the end-users should familiarise themselves with the
privacy practices and policies of those organisations or individuals. We do not have access to or receive
this information, and thus cannot ensure the security, privacy and anonymity of others’ data storage
practices.
For any research by the Early Years Toolbox team, we will provide details of our internal data storage
and privacy practices when asked to participate.
Use of Crashlytics
The EYT applications are supported by Crashlytics, a crash reporting solution. Crashlytics monitors
each of our apps and provides reports on issues that require fixes so that the Apps perform at their
maximum performance and security levels. This allows us to identify and fix bugs in the apps
proactively, and not have to wait for these to be reported by users. The Crashlytics privacy policy can
be found at https://try.crashlytics.com/terms/privacy-policy.pdf
Contact
For any questions about the information above, or about the Early Years Toolbox more generally, you
can contact the Early Years Toolbox team at eyt_dev@sockii.com

